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It is shown that BCS-like scenarios for high-Tc superconductivity based on the extendedt-J model
yield a characteristic prediction forTmax

c , the critical temperature at optimum doping. A pivotal rol
is played byt2 ; t0 2 2t00 (t0 is the next-nearest-neighbor hopping,t00 is the third-neighbor hopping).
Becauset2 determines the shape of the Fermi surface and the nature of saddle points, it strongly a
Tmax

c . Owing to symmetry, structural differences outside the CuO2 planes are described exclusively
by t2. This explains semiquantitatively the actual variation ofTmax

c among the various cuprates, with
estimated parameters that are consistent with the observed Fermi surfaces. [S0031-9007(96)00

PACS numbers: 74.25.Jb, 71.27.+a, 74.62.Bf, 74.72.–h
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The recent observation by angle-resolved photoelectr
spectroscopy [1] of very flat quasiparticle dispersion (“ex
tended saddle points”) near the Fermi surface in some (b
not all) high-Tc cuprates has revived interest in the poss
ble role of Van Hove singularities in the density of state
(DOS) [2]. While the anomalous flatness is probably du
to strong correlation effects [3,4], the resulting enhanc
ment of the Van Hove singularities can lead toTc’s well
over 100 K even in a conventional BCS-like theory, a
shown explicitly, for example, by Dagotto, Nazarenko, an
Moreo (DNM) [5] for their antiferromagnetic Van Hove
(AFVH) scenario. In this Letter we show that such the
ories necessarily entail a very specific prediction for th
variation in maximum critical temperatureamong the var-
ious cuprates. Specifically, it is shown that the cryst
structure outside the CuO2 planes affects the dispersion
of in-plane quasiparticles, influencing the location and th
nature of saddle points, and that this, in turn, can have
large effect onTmax

c , the critical temperature at optimum
dopingdmax. This provides an explicit mechanism for the
role played by the “chemistry” in determiningTmax

c via
its effect on the electronic structure, where previous wo
had established a semiempirical correlation [6,7]. We fu
ther predict that only the “higher-Tc” (Tmax

c * 90 K) hole-
doped compounds have extended saddle points, in contr
to the “lower-Tc” (T max

c ø 30 K) La2CuO4 group and the
electron-doped cuprates.

The low-energy physics of the CuO2 planes can be de-
scribed by the two-dimensional extended (i.e., augment
by small additional terms)t-J model [8]. For our analysis
it will be essential that this effective single-band mode
is not phenomenological, but can be rigorouslyderived
from chemically realistic multiband models [9–11]. Thes
derivations identify unambiguously the terms that arise
addition to nearest-neighbor hoppingt and exchangeJ
(namely, next-nearest-neighbor hoppingt0, third-neighbor
hopping t00, and three-site spin-dependent hopping term
0031-9007y96y76(26)y4939(4)$10.00
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3s, t00

3s), and moreover permit the single-band parameter
be calculated from those of the multiband model. At h
filling the extendedt-J model reduces to the Heisenbe
model, which accurately describes the antiferromagnet
of the undoped cuprates. Particles doped into the anti
romagnet get strongly dressed, forming magnetic polar
which show up in the spectral function as a sharp quasip
ticle peak at the low-energy side of a featureless incoh
ent background [3]. Recent work [4] has shown that the
fermionic quasiparticles persist at finite doping with fair
uniform weight over most of the Brillouin zone (BZ) an
little change in dispersion, supporting a rigid-band pictu
The polarons move effectivelywithin one magnetic sub-
lattice to avoid distortion of the antiferromagnetic bac
ground, as demonstrated by their dispersion

´skd  t̂1scoskx 1 coskyd2 2 t̂2scoskx 2 coskyd2,

(1)
where t̂6  t̂0 6 2t̂00, and theeffectivepolaron hopping
parameterŝt0 andt̂00 can be calculated from the paramete
of the extendedt-J model [see Eq. (3) below] [12].

Although jt̂2j ø t̂1 (t̂1 . 0) so that the overall band
width is determined bŷt1 (which is of order J; see
below), t̂2 is a crucial parameter because it has a m
jor effect on the location of the saddle points and t
shape of the Fermi surface, as shown in Fig. 1.
t̂2 . 0, the saddle points are atP ; s6py2, 6py2d, the
minima at X and Y . If t̂2 , 0, the saddle points are
at S ; s6kS , 0d, s0, 6kSd wherekS  p 2 arccosfs1 1

t̂2yt̂1dys1 2 t̂2yt̂1dg, the minima atP, while X and Y
are secondary maxima. In the latter case one has the
culiarity that the straight lines through the saddle poin
are exact energy contours, so that at appropriate dop
[d  2kSsp 2 kSdyp2] the Fermi surface shows perfec
nesting, consisting of one large and four small squar
For kS close to p (i.e., jt̂2j small) there is very little
dispersion over the small squares [EX 2 ES ø 4t̂ 2

2yt̂1 ø
© 1996 The American Physical Society 4939
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FIG. 1. Energy contours in the BZ for̂t2yt̂1  60.1. The
plots correspond to hole doping; for electron doping the ou
part of the BZ is relevant.

6st̂2yt̂1d2J & 15 meV], which will therefore look like
“extended saddle points” [1] in experiments with fin
energy resolution. Although the resulting Van Hove s
gularity is formally still logarithmic, it is much higher an
narrower than for positivêt2.

One thus expectŝt2 to be a relevant parameter
anyBCS-like theory based upon these magnetic polaro
Here we investigate this explicitly, following DNM, fo
the case of astatic attractive nearest-neighbor interacti
Hint  2V

P
kijl ninj. Such an interaction is actually pro

vided in thet-J model by the exchange term because of
extra magnetic bond in the system when two polarons
on neighboring sites (V ø 0.585J, as proposed by DNM)
or, equivalently, by the dominant term of the static appro
mation to the (actually somewhat longer-range) interac
generated by spin fluctuations [13]. Straightforward
plication of BCS pairing theory assuming ad-wave [14]
order parameterDskd  D0 scoskx 2 coskyd leads in the
familiar way to a self-consistent equation determiningTc,

kBTc

Vy4


1
N

X
k

scoskx 2 coskyd2

j´skd 2 mjy2kBTc

3 tanh

µ
j´skd 2 mj

2kBTc

∂
. (2)

Solving this self-consistently for a given chemical poten
m in conjunction with the equation determining the numb
of carriers, and then varyingm yields Tc as a function of
doping.

We have investigated how the resulting, approximat
parabolic,Tc vs d curves vary with the model paramete
Figure 2(a) shows thatT max

c is surprisingly sensitive to
even a small nonzerôt2. The asymmetry with respec
to the sign oft̂2 is due not only to the different natur
(ordinary or extended) of the saddle points, but also
the d-wave weight functionscoskx 2 coskyd2 in Eq. (2),
which enhances the effect of the Van Hove singula
when the responsible saddle points are close toX, Y ,
i.e., if t̂2 , 0, but suppresses it when they are atP, i.e.,
if t̂2 . 0. As a result, when̂t2 is negativeT max

c first
increases withjt̂2j as the extended saddle points devel
whereasT max

c decreases rather rapidly with positivet̂2.
Also, for t̂2 , 0 the maximumTc is always reached
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when the Fermi surface passes through the saddle po
so that dmax is nearly independent ofV . In contrast,
for t̂2 . 0 the optimum location of the Fermi surfac
is a compromise between high DOS and not too sm
weight function, which depends on the value ofTmax

c
itself so thatdmax depends quite strongly onV . The
above distinction becomes less pronounced forV * t̂1

when the BZ integral in Eq. (2) is no longer constrained
the vicinity of the Fermi surface byj´skd 2 mj & 2kBTc

becauseTc gets large.
Let us now turn to the calculation of̂t1 and t̂2 for

the cuprates. We start from the five-band model [6,
which includes in addition to the copper3dx22y2 ; dx

and oxygen2px and2py s orbitals of the familiar three-
band d-p model [15] also the copper3d3z22r2 ; dz or-
bital and the2pz orbital on the apical oxygen. Parame
ter estimates have converged towards a “standard” se
in-plane parameters [16], with onlýapex, the energy of
the apex orbital, varying considerably from compound
compound because of the variation of Madelung pot
tials [6]. To this model we apply the cell-perturbatio
method [10] as summarized below (details on its app
cation to the five-band model will be published elsewhe
[11]). After transformation of the in-plane oxygen orbita
into Wannier orbitalsb and a (transforming locally like
b1 and a1), the Hamiltonian is divided into intracell an
intercell terms. The intracell part is diagonalized exact
yielding n-hole cell eigenstates, and the whole Hamilto
ian is rewritten in terms of Hubbard operators acting
these cell states. Reduction to an effective single-b
model is now achieved by retaining in each cell only t
lowest zero-hole statej0l, one-hole statejgsl, and two-
hole statejSl (the generalized Zhang-Rice singlet [17]
and accounting for the effect of the omitted cell states
second-order perturbation theory. In the three-band c
the largest second-order terms come from the [Eme
Reiter (ER)] tripletjT l  jdxbl [18]. The result is agen-
eralizedsingle-band Hubbard model withUeff of the or-
der of the charge-transfer energy, which is electron-h
ly
.

to

ty

p,

FIG. 2. (a) Maximum critical temperatureTmax
c in units of

the interactionV vs ratio of intrasublattice hopping paramete
t̂2yt̂1. Curves are forVyt̂1  0.05, 0.15, 0.30, 0.50, and 1.0
from bottom to top. The full curve corresponds to realis
cuprate parameters. (b) Ratiot̂2yt̂1 vs ´apex; other parameters
standard cuprate set [16].
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asymmetric (thh
ij fi tee

ij fi teh
ij ) and contains additional in

teraction terms, e.g., (super)exchangeJSB.
The new aspect introduced by thea1-symmetry orbitals

dz and pz is the presence of two-hole states ofB1 (
b1 3 a1) symmetry. The lowest of these (denoted byjBl)
is generally below the ER triplet, its wave function a
energy depending sensitively ońapex. Yet the single-
band description remains valid [11], and theB1 states only
generate additional second-order hopping terms, of wh
the most important are those fordoped holes(i.e., ZR
singlets) arising from the processjS, g, gl ! jg, B, gl !

jg, g, Sl. Since the relevant first-order hopping param
ter corresponds to a hole hop between ana1- and ab1-
symmetry orbital, it has the opposite sign for horizon
and vertical hops and is zero for diagonal hops. Thus
symmetry alone, the second-order contribution tot van-
ishes while the contributions tot0 and t00 have opposite
sign, t0s2d hhsBd  22 t00s2d hhsBd, the factor 2 accounting
for the two paths to a next-nearest-neighbor cell, so
t

s2d hh
1 sBd  0, but ts2d hh

2 sBd fi 0. The corresponding pa
rameter ts2d ee

2 sBd for doped electrons,arising from the
processj0, g, gl ! j0, B, 0l ! jg, g, 0l is much smaller
because of the much larger energy denominator involv
Note that the (three-site) hopping terms similarly p
duced by the ER triplet satisfyt

0 s2d
3s sTd  12 t

00 s2d
3s sTd be-

cause the ER triplet hasA1 ( b1 3 b1) symmetry.
For the cupratesUeff ¿ teh, and, as with the ordinary

Hubbard model, the effective single-band Hubbard mo
may be further mapped onto an extendedt-J model, de-
scribing either a hole-doped or an electron-doped s
tem, wheret, t0, etc., are the appropriate (hh or ee) hop-
ping parameters [19] andJ  JSB 1 JZR, whereJZR 
4steh

01 d2yUeff. Fixing the AF magnetic background on
finds for the effective intrasublattice hopping paramet
relevant to the polaron dispersion (1),

t̂1  t
s1d
1 1 kts2d

3s,1sTdlAF 1 JZR 1
1
2 J ,

t̂2  ts1d
2 1 ts2d

2 sBd  t2 ,
(3)

wheret
s1d
6 correspond to first-order farther-neighbor ho

ping produced by the Wannier transformation of the
plane oxygen orbitals,k· · ·lAF denotes the expectatio
value in the antiferromagnetic background,JZR comes
from the three-site terms arising as in the reduction of
ordinary Hubbard model, and12 J from quantum fluctua-
tions restoring spin order after intersublattice hops [3
It follows that,because of symmetry,differences between
the various cuprates (reflected mainly in´apex) affectonly
t̂2  t2 and not̂t1. Figure 2(b) shows the dependence
t̂2yt̂1 on ´apex with standard cuprate values for the oth
parameters [16]. One notes that this ratio ispositivefor
electrons andnegativefor holes unless the apex level fal
significantly below the in-plane oxygen level (just befo
the single-band description finally breaks down). Th
is no conflict with the earlier arguments for the sign
ch
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cance oft0 having the opposite sign for holes and ele
trons [20], as they assumedt00  0. However, both the
present symmetry-based derivation and the above ana
of the dispersion (1) indicate that it is more appropriate
considert2 rather thant0 as the relevant parameter diffe
entiating between the cuprates.

Combining the above results yieldsT max
c as a function

of Vyt̂1 and ´apex (through t̂2). Clearly, if the interac-
tion V is of in-plane nature, as in the AFVH scenar
whereV ~ J, the dependence ońapex amounts directly to
the variation ofTmax

c between different compounds. Th
crucial question is whether this accounts for (i) the mu
higher critical temperatures in hole-doped than in electr
doped cuprates, and (ii) the trend observed in the h
doped systems [6,7] that a stronger coupling of the a
cal oxygens to the CuO2 planes generally leads to a lowe
T max

c . Qualitatively it certainly does, as Fig. 2(a) in com
bination with Fig. 2(b) shows, ascribing (i) to the gene
ally opposite signs of̂t2, and (ii) to the fact that a de
crease iń apex raisest̂2, which generally decreasesTmax

c .
Quantitatively, forV ø 0.5J (the AFVH assumption) the
values ofTmax

c are too large if one usesJ as calculated
by the cell-perturbation method [which overestimatesJ,
mainly because it does not include (ferromagnetic) dir
exchange [10] ], but their magnitude is, perhaps somew
fortuitously, about right if one uses (as did DNM) the e
perimental value ofJ instead. (Note thatV will also be
reduced because of the decrease in spin-spin correla
upon doping and by effective nearest-neighbor Coulo
repulsion [21].) This is shown in Fig. 3, where we ha
plotted calculatedversusobservedTmax

c for those repre-
sentative cuprate compounds for which the parameters
be reliably computed from the data compiled in Ref. [
Most importantly, Fig. 3 shows that the overall trend
T max

c is very robust, as we have further verified by ma
ing similar plots for different values ofV , and remaining
discrepancies may well be due to uncertainties in the st
tural parameters.

We also see from Fig. 3 that̂t2 . 0 for the lower-
Tc (Tmax

c ø 30 K) La2CuO4 group, but t̂2 , 0 for the
higher-Tc (Tmax

c * 90 K) compounds. This agrees wit
the observed Fermi surfaces and, in particular, with o
the higher-Tc group having extended saddle points (co
roborating that the Van Hove singularitiesdo play a role
in high-Tc superconductivity). The calculation also giv
dmax ø 0.25 for the higher-Tc compounds, butdmax ø
0.15 for the La2CuO4 group, in remarkable agreement wi
experiment. Finally, we note from Fig. 3 that there is a
a clear correlation between the observedTmax

c ’s and the
calculated̂t2yt̂1 values themselves. Clearly, the magn
tude oft̂2yt̂1 and not just its signis important, and it would
be interesting to see if a less simplified scenario, includi
for example, a dynamic instead of a static interaction [2
and/or doping dependence of the dispersion (e.g., du
the changing spin-spin correlations [23]), could even m
convincingly reproduce the observed variation ofT max

c .
4941
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FIG. 3. Ratio t̂2yt̂1 and calculated maximum crit
ical temperature Tmax

c for V  0.5J (dots: J calcu-
lated by cell-perturbation method; triangles: experim
tal J) versus experimentalTmax

c for various cuprates
Compounds included are La2SrCu2O6 (Tmax

c  0 K),
La1.85Ba0.15CuO4 (Tmax

c  30 K), La1.85Sr0.15CuO4 (Tmax
c 

38 K), sBa0.67Eu0.33d2sEu0.67Ce0.33d2Cu3O8.78 (Tmax
c  48 K),

Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3O6.11 (Tmax
c  50 K), YBa2Cu3O6.5 (Tmax

c 
60 K), YBa2Cu3O7 (Tmax

c  93 K), Bi2Sr2Ca0.9Y0.1Cu2O8.24
(T max

c  93 K), TlBa2CaCu2O7 (Tmax
c  100 K),

Pb0.5Tl0.5Sr2CaCu2O7 (Tmax
c  110 K). The straight line

corresponds to perfect correlation.

In conclusion, we have shown that in the extendedt-J
model the intrasublattice parametert2 ; t0 2 2t00 gov-
erns the topology of the Fermi surface, and, in particu
the presence or absence of extended saddle points.
consequencet2 strongly affectsTmax

c in BCS-like scenar-
ios for high-Tc superconductivity. When the extendedt-J
model is derived from a five-band model which includ
orbitals outside the CuO2 planes, the structural difference
between the various cuprates are reflected precisely int2,
whereas all other single-band parameters are comple
determined by the CuO2 planes and are therefore virtu
ally identical for all compounds. While estimated para
eters are consistent with the observed Fermi surfaces
simplest quasiparticle scenario, which assumes a s
interaction and doping-independent dispersion, expla
semiquantitatively both thatTmax

c is much larger for hole-
doped than for electron-doped cuprates together with
trend inT max

c among the hole-doped cuprates.
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